
1. What unique features or capabilities does the product or service officer the County? 

 

There are several unique features by Logikcull but one that is trademarked and 

the primary feature for El Paso to use is the trademarked Audio & Visual Transcription with 

Voice Touch. Other unique features to Logikcull are the general business model operation on 

upload credits versus general storage or licensing; production capabilities, load file upload 

processess, review pane & feature set; onboard FTP ShareSafe capabilities for transferring 

documents directly from Logikcull solution to a third party in an encrypted manner; Logikcull’s 

Slack capabilities to filter, metadata extraction and view; and the imminent Deep Text 

Recognition (DTR) and ability to OCR and search previously “unsearchable” data is unique to 

Logikcull.   

 

2. Why are these unique features or characteristics essential and necessary to meet the County’s 

needs? 

 

Logickcull’s simplistic and original design and power-feature set, provide a unique opportunity 

for El Paso’s Homicide Unit in the District Attorney’s office to expedite the review, organization 

and preparation of evidence related to the major case(s) currently in review and pending trial. It 

is expected, based on proven experiences, that the El Paso Homicide Unit will gain significant 

efficiency through technologically assisted data management. Speed to completion increases 

anywhere from 20-60% vs a manual approach depending upon the type of data in question.  

 

3. What research has been performed to ensure that no other source is capable of fulfilling the 

requirement? For instance, list other products or services tested or were used and indicate why 

they are not acceptable. 

Research into other similar companies yielded a much more expensive product and not with 

unique features yielding the services being sought for the El Paso District Attorney’s Homicide 

Unit and its special cases needing to be prepped for trial.  

 

4.  What steps are being taken to foster competition in future purchases of this product or service? 

The County and El Paso District Attorney’s Office will continue to seek out similar vendors via an 

engine search to be equitable. Meeting a specific demand & criteria along a grant funded 

budget is vital to making the best selection possible.  


